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The Great East Japan Earthquake happened 130 km off the east and south east of Miyagi prefecture, 
Japan. One of the largest earthquake in the history of observation, whose scale was around Magnitude 9.0, 
mainly caused damage to Iwate, Fukushima and Miyagi prefecture. This Great East Japan Earthquake 
occurred 35 years after the Middle Japan Sea Earthquake. 15895 people died, 2539 people were missing as a 
major damage. This caused further damage in Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant whose accident was 
occurred by overlapping the earthquake and the tsunami. In the accident at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear 
Power Plant, there is the concern about the long-term damage of human’s body due to the release of 
radiation, and the restoration is delayed due to the restricted areas. 

We went to Ishinomaki city in Miyagi prefecture where the damage of the tsunami by the earthquake was 
very serious. Ishinomaki city used to be a beautiful city and seaweed produced in the area was very tasty. But 
we felt something sad and difficult by seeing the damage when we went to Okawa elementary School in 
Ishinomaki city.  

At Okawa elementary school, 74 out of 108 children at that time were sacrificed and 10 out of 11 faculty 
members were sacrificed, too. Okawa elementary school had become a strange shape due to the damage of 
the tsunami. The walls of the classrooms disappeared and the corridors were collapsed and in the gymnasium 
the parts of the stairs only remained. At that time the elementary school was located behind a mountain and 
there was an opinion to escape to the mountain from the tsunami, but the teachers refused to take the option 
and stayed in the schoolyard, and then the teachers and students were swept away by the tsunami. 

They just attempted to evacuate from the schoolyard right after they saw the tsunami coming to them 
with their own eyes. The reason why they did not take the option to evacuate to the mountain was that they 
could not understand the danger of the tsunami appropriately. In those days, Okawa elementary school had 
been decided as an evacuation center in the neighborhood, and nobody had expected the tsunami reaching 
the school. 

Even some teachers said, “Let’s stay in this yard because tsunami will never come here.”  
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Reconstruction never finishes 

Living in the future 
Ishinomaki government started a reconstruction plan to make a disaster resistant town, such as to build 

new banks and to pass on the damage of the tsunami. Actually I have been to Ishinomaki four times. I saw 
new buildings and met so kind people. I just forgot which areas the disaster seriously hit in the city. But I 
met a woman. Her name is Akiko Iwamoto. She has supported many earthquake victims. She said, “Many 

earthquake victims look happy. But there are many people who lost their family. Their broken heart will not 
heal no matter how long it passes by.”  

Will their sadness disappear? I have thought the answer. What should I do? What can I do? I have been to 
the areas hit by 3.11 earthquake many times. But I have not found out the answer yet. When I was in that 
situation, a word came up to me. I do not know what the correct answer is. But I will tell you one sentence 
below in the end.  

-A father who lost his daughter said-  
“I think I do not have to get over my sadness because the sadness is my daughter itself.” 

There were a lot of words after 3.11 earthquake. I think the word almost all the people use is 
“Reconstruction.” Many people have said “Let’s start and keep the reconstruction” just since the earthquake 

happened. Something many people have done isn’t wrong with the situation. “Reconstruction” was featured 

on the TV, then people felt what great “Reconstruction” they were. And Japanese government established 

Reconstruction Agency, so people do not know the real meaning of “Reconstruction.” 
-Reconstruction- the activity of building again something that has been damaged or destroyed. (quoted 

from Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary.) 
It sounds correct. But a bereaved family said. “These days, new buildings and new shops built as 

reconstruction were open. Many people think reconstruction has been already finished. But that’s wrong. We 

lost our house, close friends and family members. So we will never be able to finish the reconstruction. Now, 
you cannot see the reconstruction. You can only see the recovery!” 
 

“I think I do not have to get over my sadness because the sadness is my daughter
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The water circulation around the city was 
immediately cut off because of shaking caused by the 
earthquake. In this case, the faucets on the side 
receiving water supply would be damaged could not 
pass water. So it took much longer time to recover 
than electricity. They just followed as a resumption 
method. First, immediately after the earthquake 
happens and the evacuation starts, we have to close 
the main plug. Second, at restoration, we have to 
open the main plug before checking the condition of 
the pressure pump and the receiving tank. Third, if 
there is no problem, we open the plug from the lower 
floor for each vertical line of piping, and then we 
check if there is no leakage from the lower floor, and 
we open the plug from the upper floor. Restoration 
has been advancing by various other methods and 
currently most of them are being improved. 
 

The temporary housing was built because a lot of 
people lost their houses by the earthquake and the 
tsunami. And they could secure their original 
houses. The community that they had created since 
they started their evacuation life at the temporary 
housing after the earthquake collapsed their houses. 
The number of the problems related to the 
temporary housing has been increasing such as 
senior living alone feeling lonely, isolated household 
with no connection with the area and so on. Although   
now seven years have passed, there are still about 
seventy thousand evacuees, and some of them have 
to keep on living in the temporary housing. From 
these facts, the serious problems caused by the 
earthquake must be realized again. 
 

In the place, they have a problem that they run short 
of personnel, but many of the disaster victims 
voluntarily occurred to movement of autonomous 
organization creation. The people acted voluntarily not 
only as adults but also as students. Right after the 
earthquake, many people who lost their houses, could 
not have their life with relieved feeling. We thought 
people in Ishinomaki and Higashimatsushima with  

～～A place of refuge and refugeeee～～～～～～ 
 

～～Water supplyy～～～～～～ 
 ～～Temporary housingg～～～～～～ 
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not have their life with relieved feeling. We thought 

We could learn many things. For example, the terror of the earthquake, the real damages at the time, and 
the current situation of reconstruction. We think we have to tell the terror of the earthquake to the future 
generation. What we can do is to study hard to tell the earthquake not only to people in Japan but also people 
in the world.  
 

 

  

various backgrounds that could touch people with a smile were really amazing. 
 



The fishing industry in Ishinomaki city got extensive damages by not only the earthquake and the 
tsunami but also the accident of nuclear power plants in Fukushima prefecture, which is located in Tohoku 
area. The fishing industry that had been prosperous was affected because Fukushima nuclear power plants 
drained the contaminated water that contained radioactive substance and the sea in the area was polluted 
due to the water. 
 However, now, there are no marine products surpassing the measure of strict radioactive screening 
designated by the Japanese government. Although it has been 7 years since 2011 and the fish in the area are 
safe enough, the fishing industry has been still damaged by a rumor. 

At a fish market named Ishinomakiuoichiba, wholesalers examine every fish shipped to the market in 
different ways from the designated one. They can examine how much the fish have radioactivity by using 
conveyer belt machines for screening that Ishinomakiuoichiba and Tohoku university cooperated to invent. 
People working in the market believe that the results of the examination prove the complete safety of fish. 
So they have never skipped the examination every single day since the market resumed. Although they can 
examine 1200 fish per an hour, they start to examine at 1:00 a.m. to be in time for shipment. This 
examination is practiced just for the removal of the anxiety of customers. However, most of the customers do 
not know the safe process and they do not even try to know it. Also, they do not understand how radioactive 
substances works to sea creatures. There is the fact that many people are trying to avoid marine products 
from Ishinimaki city or Tohoku area because they do not know about radioactive substances well. Although 
people working in Ishinimakiuoichiba feel even they are making a lot of effort to appeal the safety of the 
fish, it is not going well because many people tend to avoid listening to them. 
 We saw the fact of the fishing industry of Ishinomaki with my own eyes, which made us believe that it 
is important to have the correct knowledge of this screening. And we realized that there are many things 
that we can only understand by seeing with our own eyes. 

 The thing we can do for the industry of Tohoku area is to purchase a lot of marine products from 
Touhoku. We had a great opportunity to understand the fishing industry, therefore we have to appeal the 
complete safety of marine products in the area to many people in order to support the people living and 
working in the area. 
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In 2011 March 11th, Miyagi was hit by a huge earthquake and almost all the fishing port facilities and 
fisheries fabrication plants were damaged by the tsunami. The amount of damage for fisheries was about 
6,803,820 million yen. Ishinomaki city was the most damaged city in Miyagi. In the area, all of the fishing 
port facilities and fisheries fabrication plants were damaged and the amount of damages reached about 
852,504 million yen.  

Ishinomaki fish market was one of the places which was seriously damaged by the earthquake. There 
was a very huge building for landings in the market, which was called the hugest building for landings in the 
eastern part of the world. The building was entirely destroyed due to the tsunami caused by the earthquake, 
but in 2017, the new building was completed. We visited this market and learned a lot about the fisheries 
industry and the disaster. 

At first, we went to the screening room for examining radioactive substances. This room had big machines 
with 12 meter long conveyer belts and examination sensors. By putting fish on the conveyer belts, we can 
check the amount of radioactive substances inside the fish. Several years have passed since the earthquake 
happened, but people who work at the fish market are still checking it because they want to tell people all 
over the world the fish’s safety. The staff members in the market said that they want many people to eat 

delicious fish.  
After the screening room, we went to another building which was a big freezer to keep a large number of 

fish for long time. There was about 6 separated freezers in the building and mainly Tuna and Bonito were 
kept in each freezer. At that time, we had a chance to go inside one freezer and experienced -60 degrees’ world. 
First we stepped inside the room which was higher temperature than -60 degrees. It was already much colder 
than we had expected. Then, we went inside -60 degrees’ room. In the room, someone’s hair was frozen and 

glasses were clouded. Also a wet towel was frozen in a second. It was really cold and we were not able to take 
a breath properly in the freezer. This experience was greatly exciting us.  

Ishinomaki fish market had various kinds of facilities and people working there seemed to do many 
different things at the same time. They said that they want many people to know the safety and good taste of 
Japanese seafood. Therefore, we want to tell what they said to a lot of people in the world.  
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On March 11th in 2011, The Great East Japan Earthquake happened. From now, we introduce you about 
The Old Nobiru Station and The New Nobiru Station. 
   The Old Nobiru Station was built in Higashimatsushima city, Miyagi prefecture in 1928 and it had been 
worked until the earthquake happened. Before the earthquake, more than 500 people used the old station 
but now, less than 250 people use the new station. 

The post building of the old Nobiru Station is called “Shinsai Denshoukan” and the purpose of this 

building is to pass the tragic facts of the earthquake onto the next generations. In this building, there is a 
train ticket vending machine which got seriously damaged, and many pictures about this earthquake are 
exhibited. We can see many people that harmed by the tsunami and worked hard toward the restoration 
from the pictures. 

When we went there, we were surprised that it was more different than we had imagined about the view 
of Tohoku. But we could notice a lot of damages like the marks of the tsunami and signboards which indicate 
the height of the tsunami. They showed us the pain of this earthquake, so we were suffering from them. We 
thought that we have to pay more attention to this disaster and do never forget. Therefore, we want many 
people to know about this earthquake and to learn how to act when some serious disasters happen.  

We will have to learn more about this disaster to understand well and tell a lot of people in the world. We 
hope that this disaster will be an important lesson to help people all over the world in case of natural 
disasters. 
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We visited Matsusima Base on August 23, 2018 and heard the story about the situation of Matsushima 
Base at the time of the Great East Japan Earthquake from the staff of Air Self Defense Forces. 

Aircrafts called Blue Impulse were housed in Ashiya base in Fukuoka prefecture, the western part of 
Japan to exhibit the commemoration for the full line opening of the express railway called Kyushu 
Shinkansen, which was planning to be held on March 11 and they were having rehearsals for it, when the 
Great East Japan Great Earthquake occurred. As a result, Blue Impulse was able to escape from the damage 
by the earthquake, but all the events related to the opening ceremony for Kyushu Shinkansen bullet trains 
were canceled. 
Meanwhile, Matsushima Base to which Blue Impulse belongs was hit by the tsunami exceeding 2 meter, 
and all of 28 aircrafts, such as fighter planes, training machines, and rescue machines, which had been 
parked in the parking space and hangar, were submerged. Among them was one Blue Impulse (T - 4) that 
had not been deployed at Ashiya Base. Although the base function was lost due to the flood, about 900 crew 
members who worked at the base were evacuated to the roof of the building and all were safe. 

Three days after the earthquake the 30 crew members of Blue Impulse left the aircrafts at Ashiya base, 
and returned to Matsushima Base by public transportation like buses. 
Higashimatsushima city with Matsushima Base was deeply affected by 1132 people dead, 23 missing people, 
5519 buildings totally destroyed, 5558 buildings half-destroyed. Members of the Blue Impulse were also 
affected by their families, but they also cooked and supplied water for the affected people. Because heavy 
machinery was also thrown at Matsushima Base, we made it possible to use the runway on the 3rd day 
after the earthquake occurred by human power, and we acted as a transportation base for relief goods. 

One Blue Impulse crew moved to Ashiya Station where he left the plane and resumed training was on 
May 23, about two months after the earthquake disaster occurred. Since he did not grasp the control stick 
for a long time, he decided to restore my skill to recover the flight sensation. 

The Blue Impulse 
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"Thank you! Higashi Matsushima Genki Festa" was held on 
August 20th of that year, hoping for reconstruction in 
Higashimatsushima City, Blue Impulse was also decided to 
participate in this event. People who exceeded expectations 
gathered to see Blue Impulse flying as before the earthquake. 
About six months after the earthquake, when six Blue Impulse 
that flew off Misawa base (Aomori Prefecture) appeared, the 
gathered people looked up at the sky and gave a great cheer. 
For them the Blue Impulse was a symbol of reconstruction. 

We would like to tell this story to a lot of people in Japan 
and in the world. 
 
 
 



When we visited the Air Self-Defense Force Matsushima base in Higashimatsushima city, Miyagi 
prefecture. Then, we watched a certain animation and learned the importance of the Self-Defense Forces 
from it. For example, we learned that it supports developing countries in many ways as well as Japan. The 
Matsushima base suffered from the serious damages by the Great East Japan Earthquake on March 11, 
2011. Although the base got damaged and needed to work for the restoration, the staff members just devoted 
themselves to rescue the afflicted people and work hard for the rehabilitation in the affected areas. What we 
learned from the base visit impressed a lot. We had a precious experience in the Air Self-Defense Force 
Matsushima Base and we all hope to visit this base again if we have a chance in the future. 

The base was established on 7 June 1937 as a base for the Imperial Japanese Navy Air Service during 
the Second Sino-Japanese War. The Matsushima Naval Air Group was a shore-based unit equipped with 
Mitsubishi G3M and Mitsubishi G4M bombers and, participated in the Battle of Okinawa during World War 
II. The base was bombed five times during the ending stages of the war, on 14 July, 15 July, 17 July, 9 
August and 10 August 1945. 

In the early post-war era, the American occupation forces started to revive the Japanese military with 
the creation of the National Safety Forces. In 1954, "Camp Matsushima" was renamed "Matsushima Air 
Field" and training operations for the fledgling Japan Air Self-Defense Force began using North American 
T-6 Texan trainers. 
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In 1971 an F-86F Sabre on a training mission from this base 
collided with All Nippon Airways Flight 58, causing 162 deaths. 

During the 2011 Tōhoku earthquake and tsunami, the base was 

flooded with seawater, and eighteen Mitsubishi F-2Bs belonging to 
21st Squadron, as well as other aircraft, were damaged or destroyed. 



 
 

 

The JASDF has a variety of career fields to fulfill various missions. These encompass everything from 
positions directly involved in combat (aircraft pilots and ground-controlled interception, air defense artillery, 
etc.) to positions for maintaining equipment (aircraft, radar, communications, vehicles, etc.) and for 
maintaining and operating bases and unit (accounting, food services, facilities, supplies, etc.).When 
disasters such as natural disasters occur in any part of the country, the JASDF works in collaboration with 
municipal governments. The JASDF’s various activities include engaging in the search for and rescue of 

disaster victims or missing ships or aircraft, transporting personnel and goods, and offering medical 
treatment. Air Self-Defense Force helped many people when Great East Japan Earthquake occurred in 
March 11th. The temperature was －2 degrees. Air Self-Defense Force also hold Air show at festival in 
Higashimatsushima and the show is showed by 6 aircrafts that called “Blue Impulse”. The aircrafts used by 
the JASDF Blue Impulse acrobatic team are T-4 planes with special painting and smoke generations 
installed in the tail. They show many performances at the festival. The performances looked very exciting 
as well as so cool and beautiful. In conclusion, after we visited Higashimatsushima Airbase, we thought we 
want to help many people by joining volunteer activities or donating to people who are in troubles.  

Japan will strengthen its diplomatic and defense capabilities along the policy of “Proactive Contribution 

to Peace” based on the principle of international cooperation, thereby expanding the role it can play. At the 
same time, Japan will contribute even more proactively in securing peace, stability and prosperity of the 
international community while achieving its own security as well as peace and stability in the Asia-Pacific 
region by expanding and deepening cooperative relationships with other countries, with the Japan-U.S. 
Alliance as its cornerstone. (Source: National Defense Program Guidelines for FY26 of the Heisei Era 
(FY2014) and Beyond) 

There are about 73 Air Self-Defense Force bases in Japan. 

Japan’s Basic Defense Policy for Japan Air Self-Defense Force
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The JASDF has a variety of career fields to fulfill various missions. These encompass everything from 



 

 

 

 

 In one of our volunteer activities, we visited Ushiami nursery school in Higasimatushima city, Miyagi 
prefecture and played with the children. 

While we were heading to the nursery school, we were worried about that the children might have been 
effected by their parents even it has been 7 years since the earthquake happened. I found out that I did not 
need to worry when we arrived at the nursery school. The kids were all very cheerful and they made us 
cheerful too. 

It was time to play with the children. We grouped up and moved to their rooms. It was just after the 
lunch time. After our quick greetings, the children suddenly stood up and started to dance. We did not know 
how to dance but it was fun. After a while, we moved to the gymnasium and we did our greetings to all the 
children. Even it was in front of the children, we got nervous. After the greetings, we started to play together 
with toys. There were some children playing with LEGO and they showed us what they made. They were 
very cute. Also, there was a child who came and talked to us multiple times and we got along well. We 
thought the children around here were all very friendly and kind. 

Before we arrived at the nursery school, one of our teachers had told us that when you make the children 
cheerful, their parents will be cheerful too. In fact, however, the children at the nursery school were very 
cheerful to the extent that we need not make them happy. We thought that these children could make their 
parents and the area which was effected by the earthquake happy. 

We cannot believe that it has already been 7 years since that horrible disaster occurred. In spite of this 
fact, there are still sadness in the people and places which were affected by the earthquake. 

We wish that this sadness disappears and all the places in Japan become happy and peaceful. 
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There were many stalls in the festival and there was a set meal restaurant named “Agora”. The restaurant 
sold cooked rice cakes called Yakimochi, fried noodle called Yakisoba and grilled chicken called Yakitori. A lot 
of customers said “They are very delicious.” We got a Yakimochi and some drink from Agora as a service. It 
was so hot that I felt it more delicious. Unfortunately, I could not eat Yakitori this time but I want to eat it if 
I have a chance again someday. 

We had volunteer works as assistant staff in “Agora”. We sold shaved ice cream called Kakigori, beer 
pouring, lottery for obtaining children’s toys. The employees of the shop taught us how to sell the products 
carefully. And we could have the work experience in a community. 

The staff members of “Agora” come to our school festival called “Hakusho-sai” as our school’s special guests 

every year. In this September, they sold Yakimochi and yakitori in our school festival. They smelled very 
delicious. There was a long line for many people to buy them. And also, they sold Ishinomaki Yakisoba, too. 
Furthermore, Nori-Udon and seaweed that we ate in Ishinomaki were also sold at the festival. 

Yakinori which is dried seaweeds is sold at a shop in Higashimatsushima named “Nori-Kobo” has been 

eaten by Japanese Emperor. It has many kinds of flavors. So I was very excited when I ate it. 
“Umebari isso dagara, again.” is a dialect in Higashimatsushima. It means “Just try to eat it because it’s 

delicious.” I said the words to local people in Higashimatsushima. They became happy. 
We ate a set meal in the restaurant, “Agora.” Pork steak and pork cutlets were very delicious. 

Especially, the pig that was used for the dishes moved us a lot. Even though it was very juicy and soft, 
therefore it was easy to eat because it was not remained in the mouth long time. We would like many people 
to try it because it is valuable. 

We learned more about the disaster before we had visited the places. We will try to tell many people in 
the world what we learned and experienced in Ishinomaki and Higashimatsushima city, Miyagi prefecture. 
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learned and experienced in Ishinomaki and Higashimatsushima city, Miyagi prefecture.

The summer festival  
in Hiashimatsushima  

in 2018 
 



 

 

There was the launch of fireworks that was held for the first time in four years that decorated the end of 
the festival. The launch from the base of the Air Self Defense Force was very beautiful, and local residents 
and tourists were very excited. A lot of people really enjoyed various programs in the festival. We 
participated in the festival as volunteers. It was our great experiences. 

We mainly worked on helping to carry musical instruments for marching band teams and guiding the 
way for them while they were marching. 

One of the hardest work was to help cheerleaders appreciation. This work was very painful because we 
had to wait without moving for a long time until the ceremony finished. It was boring but was good 
experience. Some famous performers also came to this festival , and this time they were famous comedians.
The local people were very excited because one of the members was from this city. We were very happy that 
we were able to take pictures with them. We were able to learn a lot of things through this volunteer work. 

When we go to study abroad, we need good communication skills and positive mind to enrich our life at 
home and at school in the country. Therefore, we are sure that we will be able to make use of this experience. 
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In the festival of Higashimatsushima city, there was an event that we could not see as usual. It was a 
flight demonstration by aircrafts, Blue Impulse. Many people came to the festival to watch that and it was 
very crowded. When it was started, people gathered at the crossroads, where stalls were lined up, and looked 
up at the sky. Lots of people had big cameras because they wanted to take the flight many pictures for their 
memory. Also, there were many people who were taking videos and pictures on their mobile phones. They 
took pictures with one hand on their phones, and held the other hand over their eyes. 

When the commentary about the flight show by the broadcast began, we felt that people started to be 
excited. In the broadcast, the crossroads were the center, and they taught us the direction of the Blue 
Impulse, such as “the sea side” and “the station side”. People listened to the announcement, and followed it, 
turning around and waiting for the aircrafts coming. 

There were six Blue Impulse fighter aircrafts appeared, and we heard the voice of cheers by a lot of 
people. When I looked around, my friend’s eyes were shined. As many people were watching the Blue Impulse 
flight show through the screen, there was a person who thought “I want to see it with my own eyes” I 

imitated the person. It was more powerful to see with our naked eyes than to see through the screen. There 
were many patterns of flight formation by Blue Impulse. For example, one was the formation of triangular 
like a pyramid, and it was in a row. There were another one. It was a star-shaped formation, and the 
formation impressed us a lot. It could not be seen that six pilots must hold their breath. 

The flight of the Blue Impulse in a clear weather during the blue tones remained in our memories. People 
looked up at the same sky and turned their bodies to follow the aircrafts. It seemed that the venue was 
integrated. This flight show was one of the most wonderful events in the festival. 

We learned that Higashimatsushima city is a powerful city from this event. In addition, we thought we 
want to impress many people in the world with something like Blue Impulse in the future. 

The Blue Impulse at the Festival 
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The Blue Impulse at the Festival



 

Sagakei is a very beautiful spot which is a coast facing Ishinomaki Bay in Higashimatsushima city, and 
it is one of the three biggest valleys in Japan. We enjoyed riding a pleasure boat there. We took a separate 
ship for boys and girls. Speed, wind, water sounds were coming up with progress. We all were comfortable. 

The boatman was a very cheerful person, and brightly and pleasantly taught us a lot about 
Higashimatsushima and Sagakei. Sometimes we saw the damage by the tsunami. On the other hand, there 
was beautiful nature that we had never found until then during the summer program. Also, there were lots 
of wild creatures such as black tailed gulls and herons. The boatman gave us snacks which were feed for 
black tailed gulls. It was a very special experience for us to feed them on the boat. 

Otaka forest is a mountain located in Miyatojima island, Higashimatsushima city, which is famous as 
one of Japan’s three scenic spots and one of Matsushima’s four major views. When we climb this mountain, 

it usually takes about 15 minutes to get to the top of the mountain. That is a good place for us to exercise 
properly. In the mountain, the air is clear and very pleasant. Also, the view from the top of the mountain is 
a highlight. Unfortunately, when we climbed the mountain, it was a bit cloudy, but the view from the 
observation deck was very fantastic as the clouds were slightly on the mountain. Our teacher said that 
autumn leaves must be very beautiful in the season. 
 

We stayed at the guest house called “Yamane” on the third day. The house is very close to the sea and we 
can enjoy the beautiful view of the sea from the bath. We got up early in the morning, went to the beach and 
took a rising sun in the horizon pictures. It was absolutely impossible experience in our daily life. In addition, 
the owner of the inn was very friendly and all the dishes served in the inn were handmade by the owner. 
They were healthy and very delicious with vegetables and seafood collected locally. 
 

 
 Sagakei is a very beautiful spot which is a coast facing Ishinomaki Bay in Higashimatsushima city, and 

Sagakei 

Otaka forest is a mountain located in Miyatojima island, Higashimatsushima city, which is famous as 
Otaka Forest 

We stayed at the guest house called “Yamane” on the third day. The house 

The guest house, Yamane 

They were healthy and very delicious with vegetables and seafood collected locally.They were healthy and very delicious with vegetables and seafood collected locally.
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tailed gulls. It was a very special experience for us to feed them on the boat.
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The food we ate in Ishinomaki city and Higashimatsushima city, Miyagi prefecture during the 4 days 
trip was delicious and moving my heart. We would like to introduce the food in the city. We ate the fish 
dishes at a seafood restaurant named "MARUKA" at noon on the first day of the trip. The fish was very 
fresh and there were various kinds of fish in the restaurant. It was very delicious. The soup stock of hairy 
crab miso soup was very good. And also, the staff was very kind because they gave us some extra fish 
dishes free. It was very fresh and delicious lunch. As for the dinner and breakfast for the first two days, 
we had them at a hotel "Route Inn" where we stayed for the first two days. We helped ourselves in the 
buffet style in dinner and breakfast there. At the lunch time of the second day, we had some breads made 
from rice flour. The local rice was used in the flour. We enjoyed eating various tastes of breads. Also, the 
apple juice we drank with the breads was used apples produced in Ishinomaki. In the evening of the 
second day, we had “Sesame Set Meal" at the local restaurant named "Agora" in Higashimatsushima city, 

Miyagi prefecture. On the third day, we ate Udon, a kind of Japanese noodle, made from dried seaweed 
powder in a Japanese Washoku restaurant named “Chanko Haginoi”. With Udon, some seafood tempura 
was served, which was delicious and soft. The smell of seaweed was very nice. Furthermore, the staff of 
the restaurant gave us a lot of water melons as our dessert. I bought the dried Udon for my souvenirs. 
After I went home from the trip, my mother cooked it. Even eating at home, the Udon was very delicious 
and impressing. As the last dinner for this trip, we ate fresh fish, sea urchin, meat, and etc in the 
accommodation named “Yamane” we stayed at the third night. We had lunch on the last day in a local 

summer festival we joined as the volunteer staff. During the festival, we could eat what we like in various 
kinds of food shops and stalls. I ate Chinese rice cakes. I was glad that I could spend money in a local 
festival. The meals were very delicious. It was noticeable that the service of the shop clerk was very nice. 
Almost all of us bought the local foods for our family. The Dishes we ate at Ishinomaki and 
Higashimatsushima expressed the local power. We want to tell Ishinomaki's and Higashimatsushima’s 

foods to a lot of people not only in Japan but also in the world. 

Delicious food in Ishinomaki and Higashimatsushima 
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The location of  
Ishinomaki City & Higashimatsushima City, Miyagi 

 

A big earthquake happened at 2:46 pm on Friday, March 11th, 2011. It caused serious damage in 
eastern Japan. The magnitude of the earthquake was estimated to 9.0. It was the biggest earthquake that 
Japan had ever experienced. Tsunami reaching the Pacific Coast also caused a large amount of damage. 
The number of fatalities from the earthquake reached 15,895 and the number of the missing was 2,539 on 
March, 2018. Many buildings were broken and trains had stopped for a long time due to the big swing and 
tsunami.  

People who lost their own house had to endure hunger, hard floor and cold temperature right after the 
earthquake. They could not take a bath and eat enough meal. The cruel situation must have been more 
difficult and horrible than we had expected. 

Now, the town has been more beautiful than what it used to be seven years ago. For example, the new 
houses have been built one after another, having cleaned debris. However, there are still many people who 
have to live in temporary housing. So, the reconstruction has not finished yet. It is considered that the 
second step of the reconstruction has already started. For example, as the second step, we need to try to 
solve the problems, such as improving the people’s life style from temporary housing and keeping the 

relationship with the victims. 
 

Sendai 
Higashimatsushima 

Ishinomaki 

ke The scenery of Ishinomaki right after the earthquake 
 

The epicenter of Great East Japan Earthquake 

～ Editors’ Postscript ～ 
From August 22, 2018 until August 25, 2018, the 15 students, who belong to the global course at Urawa 

Gakuin High School, took part in the summer school program carried out in Ishinomaki & 
Higasimatsushima city, Miyagi prefecture, where are the seriously affected areas of the Great East Japan 
Earthquake. The purpose of this program is to tell people in the world this experience and the current 
recovery and reconstruction from the disaster where they study abroad in Canada and Australia next 
year. Therefore, the 15 students made this English newspaper. 
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